
TO:      Wyn Menefee, Executive Director, Alaska Mental Health Trust 

FR:      James Kowalsky, Resident, Amanita Road, Fairbanks 

RE:      Mental Health Trust actions in this area; MHT #9400743 

DATE:  January 24, 2021 

 

Dear Director Menefee, 

 

I as a 36 year resident of Amanita Road and a 50 year Fairbanksan wish to request that the Mental 

Health Trust (MHT) as a function of Alaska government recognize that the Trust must display a missing 

responsibility to Alaskans as a whole.  

  

Your web site appears replete with  responsibility to that portion of Alaska in need of mental heath 

while reference to also serving the interest of the general population is missing completely from what I 

could see. 

 

Evidence of this vacuum is apparent in the MHT leasing of mineral interest(s) right on top of and or very 

close to the many residents of Amanita Road is a case in point and an absolutely reckless maneuver on 

your part. 

 

I realize the applicant for lease has withdrawn its application. However, the claims by the many affected 

residents of dismay and opposition remain. 

 

The MHT who hold the keys to such  future leasing right under the noses of a large number of 

homeowners who's interests would be damaged and sacrificed remain at play.  

 

The MHT likely continues on with no guidance to pay attention to the health (including the mental 

health) and welfare of Alaskans such as we residents of this residential area near Fairbanks. 

Your actions are inexcusable and reckless as an agency of state government unrestrained that seems Ok 

and indifferent as it tramples the welfare of its residents, a behavior in evidence with MHT #9400743. 

MHT is in need of legislative overhaul such that a careful consideration of mission is Cleary stated that 

serves the interests of all Alaskans as stakeholders. 

 

Meanwhile I urge you and the MHT clean up your act immediately. 

 

Thank you. 


